The shareholder's ownership quite patently does not involve any direct physical possession of, or right to decide the use of, the corporation's assets? He instead possesses a collection of incorporeal proprietary rights relating to the corporation. 10 Shareholders are, for example, entitled to profits in the form of dividends and to information as to how the business is being conducted." They also have the right to insist that management govern the corporation in the interest of all the shareholders, and particularly that management not waste assets nor apply them for unauthorized purposes.'" Despite these indicia of ownership, shareholders (by virtue of the merger of their individual investment into the collective property of the corporation) have parted with direct control over the uses of their individual property. 1 3 In the traditional model, actual control is wielded by a board of directors that formulates long-term policy and exercises general supervision, and by executives who implement board policy and make day to day decisions in operating the enterprise.' 11. Although, generally speaking, shareholders have the right to information and to inspect corporate books, they do not have unlimited access to the books. Rather, they need a proper purpose in requesting access, presumably to avoid undue shareholder meddling in management's legitimate efforts to conduct corporate business. Normally, however, the burden is upon the corporation to show an improper purpose. State ex rel.. 14. State corporation statutes and the Model Business Corporation Act vest the right to manage the business and affairs of the corporation in the board of directors, although the Model Act, the Delaware statute and several other state statutes allow shareholders to limit this power in the articles of incorporation. See, e.g., ABA-ALI MODEL Bus. CORP. Acr § 35 (1974) ; DEL. CODE A division between ownership and control 15 is thus inherent in the traditional corporate model as one of the costs of choosing the corporate form of doing business. Yet in this model, the shareholder's surrender of his proprietary prerogatives is not absolute, for he retains certain basic protections. Perhaps the most fundamental is the right to elect directors.' 6 It is assumed by the traditional model that shareholders through the annual meeting have the power to require management to account for their actions, and that they can show approval of management decisions by re-electing the directors.' 7 Shareholders are also as- Of course, the traditional model does not reflect reality in these respects. Control is not typically wielded by the board of directors, and neither does the board usually formulate long-term policy or exercise supervision, at least in the usual sense of that word. and instrumentalities through which the enterprise's business is carried on, but as fiduciaries: "Directors of a corporation are trustees for the stockholders, and their acts are governed by the rules applicable to such a relation, which exact of them the utmost good faith and fair dealing .
,, 20 Directors, "to whom law intrusts the power of management and control," 21 are governed by stringent rules of fiduciary conduct which, as one court insisted, "rise far above the ordinary morals of the marketplace." 22 The directors owe an allegiance to the corporation "that is influenced in action by no consideration other than
[its] welfare." 2 3 Some courts have admittedly distinguished the director's fiduciary duty owed to the corporation on the one hand from possible fiduciary duties owed personally to shareholders on the other. 24 In this regard, however, it seems clear that management's fiduciary duty to the corporation has in the traditiofial corporate model been thought of as existing for the benefit of shareholders. 25 Finally, it is clear that the traditional concepts of ownership, albeit adapted somewhat to fit the corporate entity, form the major analytical tool used by courts in settling shareholder/corporate disputes. In these situations, protection of the shareholders' ownership interest is para- 30 The Stokes case, and those like it, applied the protections derived from the concept of ownership to reverse management decisions that diluted shareholder voting power." More pertinently, for our purposes, the conceptualization of shareholders as owners has supplied the philosophical underpinnings for judicial elaborations of the proper goals of the corporate enterprise, especially in cases where management has responded to the interests of groups other than shareholders. In modem terms, these situations involve questions of corporate responsibility that conflict with the shareholder's proprietary rights. A business corporation is organized and carried on primarily for the profit of the stockholders. The powers of the directors are to be employed for that end. The discretion of directors is to be exercised in the choice of means to attain that end, and does not extend to a change in the end itself, to the reduction of profits, or to the nondistribution of profits among stockholders in order to devote them to other purposes.
Management may conceive that it owes a duty to the public, but, according to the Dodge decision, it must not confuse its enlightened ideas with its established duties to shareholders-the only duties this court was prepared to recognize. 35 In terms of its factual situation, Dodge stands virtually by itself. Most other cases dealing with questions of corporate actions that conflict with shareholder proprietary rights have involved corporate charitable contributions or employee benefit programs.
B. Charitable Contributions and Employee Benefts:
The Corporate Benet Rule. Shareholders have in some well-known cases asserted their prerogatives as owners, charging that a particular charitable contribution or course of action was ultra vires, a waste of assets and/or a breach of the corporate managers' fiduciary duty. Courts initially agreed with them, 32. 204 Mich. 459, 170 N.W. 668 (1919). 33. As the Michigan Supreme Court emphasized in its opinion, Ford Motor Company had just concluded the most profitable year in its history. Henry Ford, however, persuaded the board not to vote any special dividends despite the enormous surplus, but rather to use the cash to expand the company's capacities by constructing its own smelting plant to produce steel for its cars. He further determined that, because the company was making such a great profit, he would reduce the selling price of Ford cars in order to share the company's profits with the rest of the public. The plan's "apparent immediate effect," the Michigan court noted, " [would] Like most strict rules, the direct benefit rule proved difficult to live with, both for courts and for management. Enlightened recognition of corporate self-interest, fueled by pressures from the idea of good public and employee relations, began to take root in judicial philosophies. 38 Gradually, the strict "direct benefit" rule was liberalized in order to allow charitable and other activities if they served corporate ends in a substantial sense. 39 In an early and leading case on this question, Steinway v. Steinway, 4 " the New York Supreme Court upheld company plans to build an employee town complete with a school, a church and a library, on the basis that these actions were taken for the benefit of the corporation. 4 ' By no means, however, did the Steinway court intend to broaden the direct benefit rule so as to allow corporate actions which benefited persons other than shareholders, as the Michigan Supreme Court reminded the defendants in Dodge. 42 In the latter case, the court recognized a difference in degree and kind between a merely "incidental humanitarian expenditure of corporate funds," 43 as found in Steinway, and "a general purpose and plan to benefit mankind at the 36.
[1883] 23 Ch. 654. Almost one hundred years ago, Lord Justice Bowen articulated the early common law standard against which corporate charitable activities should be measured: "The law does not say that there are to be no cakes and ale, but there are to be no cakes and ale except such as are required for the benefit of the company." Id. at 673.
37. West Cork Ry has, in fact, remained the leading case articulating the narrow direct benefit test limiting corporate charitable and other philanthropic activities. The English Chancery Court, in the context of compensation of directors, ruled that because any money spent belongs to the corporation, the expenditure must procure some benefit required for the well-being of the company. expense of others."" Over the years numerous courts found benefits to the corporation and, ultimately, to shareholders, via tenuous connections between corporate advantage and the particular activity involved. For example, they permitted corporations to build employee tuberculosis hospitals, 4 " to donate to business schools, 4 6 to participate in a business organization dedicated to uncovering deceptive business practices 47 and to cancel farm debts in an area dependent on a healthy farm economy. Several more recent decisions have examined the argument in favor of legally recognizing a corporation's wider responsibilities apart from those resulting from actions creating corporate benefit. All have decided to uphold the particular action that has been attacked by shareholders. But in emphasizing improved employee attitudes or corporate public-spiritedness, the courts have subtly built a case for a finding of benefit. Questions of shareholders' ownership fights are rarely mentioned, though one senses that the use of the benefit test as at least partial support for a decision constitutes a judicial obeisance to the ownership concept.
In many respects, the first judicial recognition of corporate responsibility to a group other than shareholders is still the most liberal. In A.P. Smith Manufacturing Co. v. Barlow, 49 the New Jersey Supreme Court upheld a donation to Princeton University by the defendant corporation. The court asserted that the donation could be justified solely as the company's recognition of its responsibility to the community. It indicated, however, that the corporation benefited from the gift in a very broad sense: its actions would aid its long run survival in a free enterprise system. 53 for example, the Delaware Chancery Court upheld the making by U.S. Steel of payments in lieu of taxes to a Pennsylvania county in which it did business on two grounds: responsibility to the community and corporate self-interest. The agreement to make such payments was conditioned on the passage of a law providing for a phasing out of the taxes (based on the value of machinery) that the payments replaced. The court indicated that the phasing out of the taxes would improve the depressed economic conditions in the county by encouraging industrial development, and that the addition of new industries to the county's tax base would ultimately ease U.S. Steel's tax burden. The corporation also benefited because, under the agreement, payments would not be made with respect to newly acquired machinery, although, under the old law, such machinery would have been added to the tax base. Though the plaintiff shareholders, suing derivatively, thought the payments a waste of corporate assets, the court disagreed. The payments, it said, "were made with a recognition of Steel's responsibility to the communities in which it was established and of its self-interest in having [the tax phase-out legislation] remain unaltered on the statute books. ' 4 In a similar manner, the Second Circuit applied New York law to test New York Telephone's contribution to a public-interest group that publicized views the company shared on a bond referendum relating to public transportation: "To the extent that NYT's contribution was prompted by a concern for the state of transportation and the multiplier effects on the economy as a whole it is protected [by statute]." 5 In addition, the court noted that, to the extent the contribution was prompted by an appreciation of the business benefits to be derived from better transportation, the corporate benefit rule also protected the contribution. 
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Occasionally a court's attempt to achieve the "correct" result and maintain the traditional attitude towards shareholders produces a rather curious hybrid. One example is the Tenth Circuit's decision in Herald Co. v. Seawell, 7 which involved a shareholder's objections to a gift of shares to an employee stock option plan created by the Denver Post. The court acknowledged that it was "fully cognizant of the wellestablished corporate rule of law which places corporate officers and directors in the position of fiduciaries for the stockholders. Basic in that rule is the profit motive of the corporate entity. 58 1 Corporations that publish newspapers, however, are different; their duty, said the court, is more than profit making. Because their goal is to inform the public, they are a type of public institution with a duty to shareholders, employees and the-public. 5 9 Thus, if the corporation had to devote its attention to employees in an industry usually beset by labor troubles in order to ensure that the news reached the public, shareholders could not object. 60 Even in these rather narrow lines of cases, recognition of management's right to consider groups other than shareholders when making decisions continues to be qualified. Without statutory change or some groundbreaking case precedent to guide them, courts can be expected to adhere, in differing degrees according to the philosophies of the judges, to old notions of shareholder supremacy.
It should be mentioned that a majority of state legislatures have passed corporation statutes expressly allowing corporate donations for charitable and other "public welfare" purposes. 6 ' Several have progressed so far as to state that donations may be made "irrespective of business benefit. '62 It is tempting to construe these provisions to cover corporate activities other than charitable contributions in their ordinary form. To do so, however, would strain actual legislative in- tent, which seems to have been simply to codify the law of modem cases." Also, it is questionable how courts view this type of statutory authorization since they continue to pay homage to the requirement of a corporate benefit. 64 II. THE OWNERSHIP MODEL: THE VIEW FROM THE OUTSIDE To many observers familiar with the operations of today's corporations, the courts' continuing emphasis on the conceptualization of shareholders as a corporation's owners is illustrative of the familiar judicial reluctance to relinquish old ideas.
6 5 Even the sheer number of shareholders has weakened the proprietary underpinnings of the corporate ownership model. A decade ago Berle noted that twenty-four million Americans had invested in corporate shares, and a New York Stock Exchange study showed twenty-five million American shareholders in 1975.66 In addition, the only contact most individual shareholders have with the enterprise they supposedly own is their dividend check and a copy of the annual report. It is unlikely that a GM shareholder, while on a factory tour, would believe he would be taking one of "his" hubcaps if he picked up a replacement for his Pontiac. 65. More than one legal commentator has criticized the courts as well as legal reformers for the continued focus on the ownership model as a drain on creative energy that could be better utilized to find analytical tools that explain real-world corporate relationships. For a particularly good analysis, see Hetherington, supra note 13. institutions hold approximately one-third of the Exchange's list of stocks. 69 They currently rank among the largest shareholders in major American corporations. 7 0 In terms of the traditional conceptualization of the shareholder's relationship to corporations, the actual "owners" of many corporations are therefore shareholders of shareholders.
The emphasis on marketability of shares, with an easy way out provided by the stock market for the unhappy shareholder, and the demise of the shareholder vote as an effective tool of management control have also done much damage to traditional concepts implicit in the ownership model 7 2 The weakening of the ownership model corresponds to the rise in managerial power, which in turn raises such questions as: "For whom are the managers working?" and "Who is entitled to partake in the wealth generated by corporate activity?" 71. The prevalence of institutional shareholding means that more people in fact are relying on shareholding as a means of private wealth, albeit indirectly, through their participation or membership in financial institutions. But institutional shareholding also further removes the actual owners from any say in the use of productive property, and constitutes, in Berle's terminology, a second layer of passive property-holding. Berle, supra note 13, at 14. See also Harbrecht, supra note 68, at 1414.
72. The efficient stock market machinery has in fact probably hastened the demise of the shareholder vote as an effective tool of control. Even though shareholders may be better informed about their corporations due to SEC vigilance, they are less interested in directly interfering with management and are much more likely to sell their shares than fight management. This attitude is especially prevalent among institutional investors. Hetherington, supra note 13, at 280-85; W. CARY ership and corporations. This work's central thesis focused on the separation of ownership and control and on management's license to operate the corporation as a "purely neutral technocracy," without an enforceable responsibility towards shareholders, or any other group. 7 " "Separation of ownership from control" became the central concept of an entire literature examining the discrepancies between the "received legal model" '76 of the corporation and its actual form. But this concern also provoked a well-known debate between Berle and Dodd 77 on the issue of responsibility. For example, if power implies responsibility, to whom is management responsible? If not solely to shareholders, then to what other groups whose interests are affected by the corporation?
The Berle-Dodd dialogue centered essentially on the concept of trusteeship as the means to enforce responsibility among management, but with two contrasting applications. 78 It was Dodd's belief that it was undesirable to give increased emphasis ... to the view that business corporations exist for the sole purpose of making profits for their stockholders .... [ 78. Dodd warned in 1932 that there was a need for management to assume responsibility to repair the damage to society caused by the collapse of American business, and he chose the familiar concept of trusteeship to enforce this responsibility. Dodd, Trustees 1154-60. Berle on the other hand, while he agreed with Dodd's basic analysis of wider corporate responsibilities, harbored a profound suspicion of managements power and believed they could be trusted only with a responsibility to one group, namely shareholders. Berle, .4 Note, supra note 77, at 1371-72. Interestingly enough, Dodd later modified his views concerning. managerial trusteeship, bringing them closer to Berle's. Dodd, Book Review, 9 CHI. L. REv. 538, 546-47 (1942) . See Weiner, supra note 77, at 1462-63.
[Vol. 1978:819 the business corporation as an economic institution which has a social service as well as a profit-making function.... According to Dodd, the institution of the corporation includes shareholders, employees, customers and the general public. As fiduciaries for the institution, managers in effect are trustees for those groups who have an interest in and are beneficiaries of that institution ("client-groups").
8 0 Berle sharply disagreed, insisting that the only clear-cut responsibility for management was to shareholders, a duty that the trusteeship concept already enforced." 1 Despite their differences, Dodd and Berle both accepted shareholder ownership as the working principle from which to develop their theories on management's fiduciary duties. In fact, Dodd seemingly felt obliged to portray the corporation as a socio-economic institution in order to get around the legal obstacle raised by the "proprietary rights" of shareholder-owners. Bayless Manning, however, attacked even this basic assumption, taking a hard look at how shareholders behave. 83 He pointed out that modem shareholders rarely behave like corporate owners: few attend the annual meetings, important managerial proposals on mergers, option plans and the like are "virtually never rejected," and most shareholder votes have little significance until needed by one side or the other in a proxy fight. 84 To Manning, the concept of ownership presents the greatest stumbling block in designing appropriate remedies for the real world. Manning's model would abandon this concept in favor of one that posits that the "only thing shareholders own is their stock":
To view the shareholder as the owner only of a share of stock-as a bondholder is said to own "the bond"-conforms far more closely to the shareholder's own expectations and describes far more accurately what he in fact handles as his own-buying, selling and giving away.
85
One of the consequences of this approach is that management would have the widest discretion in business matters. 86 [Vol. 1978:819 choose to attend to the wishes of a particular client-group after being conceptually freed from the limits imposed by shareholder-ownership. Managers would be relieved from the necessity of justifying their "corporate good citizenship" or "pro-customer" decisions to shareholders in order to protect themselves from legal objections.
The Berle, Dodd and Manning commentaries have provided a literature that comprises a fairly substantial portion of the body of scholarly legal writings on corporations. 8 7 The topic of corporate responsibility has been frequently discussed throughout the activist years of the 60s and into the 70s, especially with regard to the spectre of increased government regulation hovering menacingly over the corporation. 88 Most proposals urging more corporate responsiveness to the enterprise's various client-groups blend Manning's observations with a variety of techniques to enforce management's responsibilities: a twotier board, emphasis on market mechanisms, or a type of "good business" rule that legitimizes the need for more responsiveness as the cost of doing business in today's society. 8 9 No legislature or court has, however, even come close to adopting any of these proposals.
III. EMPIRICAL RESEARCH REGARDING SHAREHOLDERS'

EXPECTATIONS
Neither in conceptualizing the relationship of shareholders to corporations, nor in determining whose interests managers should conof shareholding as a decisional principle to determine whether sums of money taken in income or deducted by a taxpayer were in the nature of loan interest or dividends. sider in decision making, have either courts or commentators focused on the expectations of shareholders. Courts have simply adopted centuries-old ideas about property ownership in coming to their formulations, and commentators have basically focused on the need of society for change. Yet shareholders' expectations are important to consider, for if those who are to benefit from the traditional conceptualizations and decision-making rules do not expect the benefits, either the conceptualizations and rules should change or a new basis for them should be found.
With this in mind, the authors concluded that shareholders should be asked questions which would determine two things: first, what their perception was of the shareholders' relationship to the corporation, and second, whose interests they felt should be considered in corporate decision making. The authors accomplished this by means of a questionnaire completed by 466 shareholders of large, publicly held corporations. 90 For comparison purposes, we also administered the questionnaire to 116 first-year Notre Dame Law School students who did not own stock in this type of corporation. 9 1
A. Shareholders' Relationship to Corporations.
As shown in Table 1 , we approached the question of the shareholder's relationship to his corporation by asking for agreement or disagreement with various statements. Some statements were designed to address the issue obliquely and some quite directly. The responses of shareholders and law students were roughly congruent, except for the responses to statements 1 and 2 (relating to the similarity of owning stock in a corporation and lending money to one). For statements other than these two, a majority of shareholders and law students expressed agreement to at least some degree.
90.
The questionnaire was sent to 1,000 persons, living predominantly east of the Rocky Mountains, whose names appeared on a commercial mailing list of shareholders in public corporations. By our cut-off date for data-processing, we had received 495 processable replies, and 53 questionnaires which were undeliverable (yielding a return rate of 52%). Of the 495 persons responding, 466 reported they were currently shareholders in one or more large, publicly-held corporations. The shareholder sample was overwhelmingly male (96.8% males, 1.3% females and 1.9% not answering the question). Their mean age and education were 56.8 years and 16.88 years, respectively.
91. This sample constituted virtually the entire first-year class, excepting 34 students who indicated they currently owned stock in one or more large, publicly-held corporations. The nonshareholder sample was 69% male and 31% female. Their mean age was 23.23 years and they averaged 16.10 years of education. The questionnaires were completed during a law school class held during the first weeks of the school year. For our purposes, statements 3, 5 and 6 are the most important. The responses clearly indicated acceptance of the proposition that shareholders should be considered investors rather than owners. Of the shareholders, 59.5% agreed with a direct wording of that proposition in statement 5. Obviously, the concepts of "investor" and "owner" are not mutually exclusive, but it should be noted that statement 5 was phrased as if they were for the purpose of decision making. The responses to statement 6 (that buying stock is essentially an investment decision as opposed to an ownership decision) perhaps provides some basis for understanding the responses to statement 5. A total of 93.3% of the shareholders agreed with statement 6, with 57.7% strongly agreeing. More importantly, statement 3 refines the investor-owner dichotomy by putting it in rather bald terms (that what shareholders essentially own are their shares, much as what bondholders own are their bonds). Fifty-five percent of the shareholders agreed with that proposition.
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B. Corporate Responsibility to Client-Groups.
We approached the issue of corporate responsibility to clientgroups in two ways. First, we asked respondents to rank-order specified client-groups according to the responsibility a large, publicly held corporation owes them. Respondents also indicated whether they believed such a corporation actually owes no responsibility to one or more groups (other than because of laws such as tax laws, zoning laws, health and safety laws, and so on). Second, as in the case of the question regarding the shareholder's relationship to his corporation, we asked for agreement or disagreement with certain statements relating to groups that might be considered in corporate decision making. Table 2 displays the results of the ranking portion of the survey. There was a marked general agreement between shareholders and law students in the order of ranking. 9 2 For both groups of respondents, the same three client-groups (shareholders, customers and employees) were ranked in the top three, though in different order. With respect to the other four client-groups, both shareholders and law students ranked government last and local community above suppliers.
There were, however, interesting differences between the shareholders' and the law students' responses. Compared to the range of the median rankings of the shareholders (1.28-6.76), the range of rankings by the law students (2.66-6.53) was less extreme. Comparing the values in the column headed "Percentage ranking this client-group first" reveals what is partially responsible for this difference: shareholders ex-
92.
The correlation between shareholders' and law students' rankings was equal to .79, which is statistically significant at the .05 level. Note: Ranking was on a scale of I (most responsibility owed by large, publicly-held corporations) to 7 (least responsibility owed by such corporations). Also, respondents could indicate they believe a large, publicly-held corporation owes no responsibility to one or more of the groups (other than because of tax laws, zoning laws, health and safety laws and so on).
pressed a clear first place choice in the rankings (64.2% placed shareholders first) whereas law students did not (their first place choice received only 19% of the first place indications and their fourth place choice received the greatest percentage of first place indications). This result is of course not surprising, since present shareholders who have an investment at stake would want to be considered first by the corporation in its decision making. Finally, with the shareholders, there was a clear "breaking point" after the first three groups with respect to all indicators, suggesting a greatly diminishing concern for the interests of client-groups below that point. Notice, for example, the relatively large drop in average rankings between employees and local community (2.51 to 4.56 for the means and 2.40 to 4.54 for the medians). Notice also, in the column headed '"Percentage ranking this client-group in top three," the precipitous drop between the percentages for employees (93.1%) and local community (7.9%). The law students' responses also displayed a fairly clear breaking point, but it occurred lower in the rankings: between local community (ranked fifth) and suppliers (ranked sixth).
Perhaps most enlightening were the responses of shareholders and law students when given the opportunity to indicate that corporations owe no responsibility to one or more of these groups (other than because of certain types of laws). No shareholder or law student chose to indicate "no corporate responsibility" toward shareholders, customers or employees. With respect to the other groups, government, at 19.1%, received the greatest percentage of either shareholders or law students indicating no responsibility. As in the case of other indicators of breaking points between groups, responses to this portion of the survey revealed a breaking point for the shareholders after the first three groups and for the law students after the fifth group.
The validity of the present study is somewhat borne out by a study published in 1977 by Brenner and Molander. 93 These rankings displayed a general congruence with those of shareholders and law students: the same client-groups were ranked in the top three by each group of respondents, government was ranked last and local community was ranked before suppliers. Again, there was a clear breaking point between client-groups (at the same point as in the shareholder survey), suggesting that after the third-ranked group there was a greatly reduced concern for client-group interests. 1977).
94. Of 5,000 readers polled, 1,227 responded (a return rate of 25%). Seventy-six percent of these respondents were managers in some form of organization (including some non-corporations). The non-manager respondents were primarily employed in business in staff positions or were professional persons. The survey respondents were 94% male. Thirty percent had college degrees and 60% had attended graduate school. An average age was not reported, but 37% were between 30 and 40 years old, 26% were between 40 and 50 and 19% were between 50 and 60. Id at 58.
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The results of the second part of the corporate responsibility portion of our survey are shown in Table 3 . In this portion of the survey, the shareholders and law students displayed the greatest agreement. Not only are the levels of general agreement relatively close (88.5% and 94.0% for statement 1 and 97.0% and 91.3% for statement 2), but the percentages of shareholders and law students at each level of agreement are similar. Some differing responses by shareholders and law students to the two statements, however, raise interesting questions. Why, for example, are the average responses to the two statements virtually identical for law students and quite different for shareholders? 96 We surmise that shareholders had greater sophistication and discerned differences in the statements that law students missed. Why, also, did the shareholders exhibit a higher level of strong agreement with the second statement than with the first (75.1% for the second statement as opposed to 41.3% for the first).
97 Several possible explanations are: (1) the first statement was specifio-it related to moving a plant-and therefore gave shareholders details to disagree with; (2) the problems caused by the moving of a plant are not uncommon, and many shareholders may have developed conflicts on an issue with which they fundamentally agree; and (3) suppliers and people in the local community were named as client-groups in the second statement, and these groups ranked low in the shareholders' group rankings. But, whatever the reasons for these differences, the most important result of this portion of the survey is unambiguous: shareholders strongly agree that in making corporate decisions, the interests of client-groups other than shareholders should be considered.
IV. CONCLUSION: NEW GUIDELINES FOR MANAGEMENT In light of the results of the above research, the authors believe that the traditional conceptualization of the shareholder's relationship to the corporation is faulty insofar as it gives shareholders, because they are "owners," special consideration in management decision making affecting other client-groups. In actuality, shareholders expect to be treated as "investors," much like bondholders for example, and expect corporate managers to consider a wide constituency when making corporate decisions. 98 Their expectations should be met.
96.
The difference for the shareholders was statistically significant beyond the .001 level (Z=-9.52), while for the law students the difference was, of course, not significant (Z=0.0). 97 . A Z-test on the significance of the difference between proportions revealed that the difference was significant beyond the .001 level (Z=10.18).
98. It should be noted that we are referring to non-institutional shareholders and to what they expect generally-not to what they might hope would be the case in situations where their own money is at stake. It is the expectations of noninstitutional shareholders that are important to consider, since in the final analysis real people are behind all institutional investors, either as shareholders or as some other beneficiary. Also, the expectations of shareholders in situations of personal involvement are not nearly as relevant for this discussion as are their general expectations. When their own money is involved, shareholders may feel quite differently. 
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Toward meeting these expectations, corporate managers should be required--either by statute or case law-to consider all of the corporation's client-groups when making decisions. The list of client-groups used in the questionnaire is of course not complete, nor was it intended to be. The authors suggest that it be left to each corporation's managers to determine the relevant client-groups of their corporation. This task would not be overly difficult if fairly broad categories (such as those used in the questionnaire's list) are employed. It should also be left to each corporation's managers to balance the interests of each clientgroup. Clearly no one could legislate a group ranking, or interestweighing formulation, that would be generally usable, and studies such as the one discussed in this Article can only be used to gain insights, and not answers, to the question of which groups should be considered in a particular situation.
The general congruence between shareholders', law students' and managers' rankings in our and Brenner and Molander's surveys does provide some helpful insight into which groups might reasonably be expected to rank high or low on corporate managers' lists. It seems clear, for example, that shareholders, customers and employees could be expected to rank high and government low (perhaps because the concept of "government" is not very meaningful in this context). Also, one could expect no major changes in corporate decision making with respect to employees because of the existence of the collective bargaining process.
With respect to shareholders, it must be remembered that what mainly interests them is the market price of their shares. This is affected in the long run primarily, though by no means exclusively, through profits. And in the long run (which managers should be free to consider more important in decision making than the short run), reasonable profits are absolutely necessary to the interests of all client-groups. Shareholders would therefore not be slighted in corporate decisionmaking since any required balancing of interests must ultimately allow for reasonable profits. The authors will leave to others the discussion of what profits are "reasonable." For purposes of this Article, the authors recognize that to be reasonable to shareholders, profits must be acceptable to the investment community. The profits must be viewed in the stock market as "good," "solid," "increasing" and so on. It should be remembered in this connection that concepts such as these are relative. Assuming managers of all corporations are forced to abide by the same corporate responsibility rules, then the fact that one corporation's profits may be less than they otherwise might be because of the balancing of client-group interests would be of little consequence--other corporations' profits would probably also be less.
Even if the concept of reasonable profits is left aside for the moment, the question arises as to how much profit should be "spent" on balancing client-group interests. Considering the importance of profits to each client-group, very little should be spent. This can perhaps best be discussed in connection with balancing the interests of customers and shareholders. Let us assume management is faced with the following situation: rising costs force either a decrease in product quality or an increase in price, if profits are to reach a certain desired level. As is not unlikely, we will assume this level is one several cents a share above last year's profit level (so as to keep profits growing). We will also assume that management has decided that the comparative prices of competing products are such that the cost cannot be passed on to customers. If the per share decrease in profit would be relatively minor and would still allow growing profits, it would be reasonable for the corporate managers to be able to say, "Our customers deserve our present quality product, and they are going to get it." If, however, the profit short-fall would eliminate or substantially decrease the hoped-for rise in profits, it would be most reasonable for management to take the steps necessary to protect the profits.
The willingness to grant rights to client-groups implies the willingness to give the means to enforce these rights. The authors propose, therefore, that client-groups be allowed to bring class-action or derivative suits against corporations for the failure by corporate management to balance their interests. At first this may seem likely to lead to a multitude of lawsuits, each involving large expenditures of corporate money and management time and each ultimately being decided by a judge or jury substituting its own brand of balancing for that of the corporate managers. Such is not the case. The business judgment rule, in its present form, should serve as an almost absolute bar to the winning of (and in most cases to the bringing of) this kind of suit, except in the most egregious cases (ie., those involving the absence of a good faith attempt either to identify client-groups to be considered in decision-making, or to balance their interests). 9 9 If any weakness in that rule becomes apparent in this context, that rule should be strengthened so as effectively to bar suit in all but the most egregious cases.1°°W ill management willingly accept the proposed new rules? Any management prepared to act in good faith would have no reason to fear lawsuits. But more importantly, we wonder if the new rules would in most cases do anything more than allow corporate managers to be hon-99. For a good short statement of the rule, and a voluminous collection of authority, see H. HENN, supra note 4, at 482.
100. See Manning, supra note 83, at 1491.
est with themselves and the world regarding the reasons for their decisions. While there is no shortage of rhetoric by corporate managers regarding corporate responsibility, these managers usually seem to feel the need to explain that socially responsible behavior is in the corporation's interest (presumably, that socially responsible behavior will yield profits, at least in the long run).' 0 ' Although this is often true, it is not always so; sometimes decisions made in favor of client-group interests cost something in terms of profitability. The Brennner and Molander study, if accurate, suggests that managers are presently considering client-groups other than shareholders in their decision making. The authors believe it desirable for managers to be free to say so; candor about corporate decisions is in everyone's interests, including those of shareholders. Managers might therefore welcome these proposed changes-though they may not feel able to admit it publicly. The question also arises as to how radical a change is being proposed. James J. Kilpatrick, a man few would describe as radical, has said recently:
Somewhere in this broad land a few corporate relics of the 19th Century may still be operating in the pattern of the public be damned; a few molding tycoons may still be wedded to concepts of the sweat shop, child labor, foul pollution, and to grinding the faces of the poor.
The far more typical corporation has an entire department of public relations. It has advertising agencies, personnel specialists, recreation consultants, community advisers, cafeteria managers, the whole nine yards. The typical corporation has a budget for philanthrop, for fine art, for gardens, for guided tours, for tea and crumpets.
While we wonder if Kilpatrick missed the mark by including advertising agencies and public relations departments in his list, he raised the important issue of corporate philanthropy. A.P. Smith and the cases that have followed it, 10 3 along with the widely adopted statutory provisions allowing charitable contributions by corporations,"° have clearly paved the way for the changes suggested by this Article. It would be no revolutionary act for courts or legislatures to do away with whatever vestiges may remain of the corporate benefit rule as it relates to charitable contributions0 1 0 and to extend the basic doctrine of A.P. Smith to bring client-groups, other than shareholders, within the area of legitimate management concern. 
See text accompanying notes
